Editorial
Being of a particular age the words of that famous Joni Mitchell song came to mind after I returned from the Australian
Maritime Museums Council Conference in Sydney. “You don’t know what you’ve got till it’s gone…” These words are
probably one of the underlying themes for all of us involved in preserving things from the past, particularly when seeking
some form of assistance from public agencies. The AMMC conference is the annual meeting of all the maritime museums
throughout Australia ranging from the well known Australian National Maritime Museum at Darling Harbour and the Sydney
Heritage Fleet through to smaller museums such as Bay Steamers and the Wattle and the Queenscliff Maritime Museum. The
conference brings together a varied collection of volunteers and professionals who share a common experience of coping with
diminishing funding support and inconsequential policy frameworks for heritage preservation from the various levels of
government. Increasingly museums, and especially maritime museums, are now relying more on volunteers and external
sources of funding to just maintain their activities and in some cases are looking at the prospect of their collections or projects
deteriorating. What to do? At the local level we all try to increase our volunteer memberships, find new sponsors and promote
ourselves to locals and tourists. But for some, particularly the smaller regional museums and ship preservation groups, this is
difficult and insufficient. To go against the tide might I suggest that some of these heritage survival issues could be alleviated
if the Federal Government imposed a small heritage levy on all gaming houses and large scale building developments to be
redistributed annually through a heritage board composed of representatives from the various heritage and museum groups
back into smaller scale heritage projects – marine and non marine. Such a heritage board might also help successive
governments develop a long term policy framework on heritage preservation. Whilst acknowledging that government is
complex and has to meet many competing demands for the taxpayer dollar I cannot help but compare the level of support for
heritage projects in Australia with what happens in other countries, particularly those in Europe. If the current malaise about
Australian history and literature is indicative of a prevailing attitude then heritage preservation at the small end will probably
continue to struggle. When a virtual reality image of a paddle steamer, steam tugboat or ferry transmitted on the latest G101
device replaces the real thing then the forthcoming generations won’t even be able to make the judgement call that you don’t
know what you’ve got till it’s gone.

From the Bridge
Tony Lewis Chairman of the BSMM Board
The past few months have seen steady progress in our restoration. Frames and plates in the forward part
of the ship are now practically complete and we are preparing to apply our first coat of paint inside and
outside. Concrete ballast has been removed from the engine room. The propeller shaft is away for rebuilding and patching of the rudder is almost complete. Repairs are under way to the foredeck planking
and the portside head floor awaits repair. All in all, steady progress and a credit to our volunteers and to
Waterside Engineering.
Our attendances have seemed to stabilize at around 10 or 11 volunteers every Saturday. Doubtless the
colder, wetter weather and the Docklands winds have deterred one or two regulars from attending.
One significant reduction in our ranks occurred at the end of April when Paul Brush returned to Canberra
for work reasons. Paul worked hard for Wattle while he was in Melbourne and he will be missed. On the 28th of April we
farewelled Paul, his wife and daughter with a lunch and presentation.
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An addition to our ranks occurred when Charlie Thorpe and his mother cycled onto the site one Saturday morning. Charlie is
an energetic twelve year old who quickly worked his way into the Wattle mob with his willingness and enthusiasm to tackle
anything. Charlie’s age caused us to query our insurance cover for one so young and, as a result of our enquiry the insurers
have lowered the qualifying age to cover twelve year olds. Charlie and his mother Barbara are off to Switzerland for a few
months and we look forward to their return.
Speaking of foreign climes, Jeff Braun and his wife enjoyed a Scandinavian cruise in February/ March and John Kovac and
his wife have just returned from England, running a project-managerial eye over the Olympic preparations.
On the medical front, Dick Francis has had a shoulder reconstruction and any further references to a one-armed bandit will
not be welcomed. Our resident chippie, Victor Langlands, suffered a health setback several months ago but you can’t keep a
good man down – he’s back, as irrepressible and as irreverent as ever. Vic is establishing the carpenter’s shop in the end
container – more room and away from the noise and heat of the compressor.
We lifted the appearance of the Mess Room container with an installation of an off-the- shelf kitchen unit which makes for a
tidier and more efficient mess. All we need to do now is train ourselves to clean and put away our dirty dishes and not leave
pump bits and tools on the kitchen bench. Sound familiar?
Mention must be made of other tidying-up activities. Under Anthony’s guidance, the yard is looking more organized, tidier
and safer with some pallet racking erected to store things like bollard, anchors and sponson timbers. Steel plate, beams,
angles and flats are better organized too. In the Engineers’ container, the tidy trail blazed by Ron Stannus has been continued
by Ian Clark. Ian has organized and labelled the pigeon holes opposite the work bench. The “I can’t find it” excuse is not
acceptable any more.
On Saturday, 21 July, we will be hosting the Austin 7 Club’s Annual rally with a barbecue and ship’s tours. The Club’s event
honours the 90th Anniversary of the Austin 7, and links in with our 80th launching anniversary next year. Docklands is
supporting the event and we look forward to the prospect of 60-70 visitors to the site and 40-50 Austin 7s parked on the wharf
in front of Wattle. We are working to attract some favourable publicity with this event. Visitors will join us for a barbeque
lunch at 12.30 pm. We have decided to make this a Bay Steamers Members Event Day as well. All members and interested
friends are invited to the barbeque and to stay afterwards for inspections and guided tours. We look forward to the
opportunity to show everybody all the good things that are happening to the Wattle and on our worksite. See later in this
edition of Steamlines for an invitation and RSVP for catering purposes.

Restoration Report
Anthony Mansfield Project Manager
Since the last newsletter we have had steady progress on the restoration front. After
lifting the boiler we have removed the lower boiler insulation, jack hammered out the
concrete from the under the boiler, in the cofferdams and in the fwd engine room,
removed all the fittings from the fwd deck such as the anchor winch, needle gunned
and mostly painted the new steel in the fwd accommodation, cleared out the heads,
including deck coverings. Also Howard and John have completed the bulk of the
refurbishment work on the fuel pumps.
Waterside Engineering have largely completed the internal welding forward of bulkhead 30 with some external seams, a few
repairs in the forepeak and a last shell plate to complete. They have also taken the tailshaft for machining and removed the
cowl plates over the stern tube.
Victor has been moved into his new workshop and is busily settling in. Ron has re-organized the mechanical workshop and is
mentoring Ian to sort out the engineer’s tools.
All in all a good few months of work completed, well done to everyone.
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Our immediate goals in the next couple of months are to get the fwd deck sealed and the interior painting completed in the
fwd area once the welding is complete. After that we can start working on the stern tube area properly and looking at the
transom area. By this stage we plan to have some proper scaffolding around the stern for a safer work area.

AMMC Conference
Three members of Bay Steamers MM attended the Australian
Maritime Museum Council (AMMC) conference in Sydney. At right
are Jeff Malley, Peta Knott and John Rogers hard at work on the
James Craig. Anthony Mansfield joined us for the last part of the
conference.
The 2012 conference of the Australian Maritime Museums Council
(AMMC) was the first that I have attended. It was important to
realize that three separate organisations were involved in running this
conference. The first of course is the AMMC which is a network of
largely Australian museums, associations and people that work to
preserve maritime collections, historic vessels, lighthouses or
buildings. It provides a forum to discuss ideas, debate issues and
exchange information as well as promoting mutual support for those
working with heritage vessels and maritime collections. The AMMC
website is: http://maritimemuseumsaustralia.org .
The other two organisations (both members of the AMMC) hosted the conference. One was the Australian National Maritime
Museum (ANMM, website at www.anmm.gov.au/ ) which provided the main conference venue at Darling Harbour and the
other was the Sydney Heritage Fleet which provided the James Craig for the AGM and a pleasant sail up and down Sydney
Harbour (SHF website at www.shf.org.au/ ).
Apart from the usual networking the conference provided three significant outcomes for the Wattle. The first was meeting
Mori Flapan and discussions with him on the application of national stability requirements for passenger carrying vessels that
are also heritage vessels. As Australia adopts these international standards there is an issue for historic vessels as they often
do not have the capacity to meet mandated levels of flotation and buoyancy. Mori is a naval architect, a member of the
National Marine Safety Committee and the author of a number of papers on the compliance of historic ships with modern
buoyancy standards. His papers suggest a number of ways that regulatory authorities and historic ship owners could go about
obtaining compliance without significantly altering the heritage values of old vessels. These papers are available at:
http://www.nmsc.gov.au/marine_references/index.php?MID=44&COMID=1&CID=44
The second conference outcome was a meeting with Martin Green from the National Trust (Victoria) who wanted to make
formal contact with BSMM regarding areas of mutual interest and support for the Polly Woodside. Since this contact a
number of meetings have occurred with Martin exploring these possibilities.
The third outcome was the visit to the Sydney Heritage Fleet worksite to see
and learn about their extensive restoration program and the contacts
established between Anthony Mansfield and John Rogers from BSMM and
Andy Munns from SHF.
Other highlights from the conference included the unveiling of the Wattle
history poster (at left our Peta Knott with Rona Hollingsworth from the
Tasmanian Maritime Museum); a visit to the RAN archives and heritage
collection at Spectacle Island where further early Wattle documentation might
reside and the conference dinner speech where John Jeremy, a member of the
Commission of Inquiry into the sinking of HMAS Sydney by HSK Kormoran
gave a first hand account of the reconstruction of that event based on wreck
site archaeology from both ships, contemporary records and subsequent information. The inquiry report is available at:
http://www.dsto.defence.gov.au/publications/scientific_record.php?record=9862 .
The day before the conference at nearby Woy Woy I recorded an interview with Graeme Andrews, one of the last RAN
personnel to have worked on the Wattle. But more of that in a future edition.
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Restoration photo record –lifting the boiler, more concrete and the Deck

Lifting the first deck timber for inspection
Lowering the anchor windlass after removing from foredeck

Kim Hollinrake jack hammering concrete and iron
billet ballast from the engine room

Hydraulic jack at work in one of the lifting frames
under the boiler (above)

The crew removing concrete from under the raised
boiler
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The cowling has been removed from the main shaft tube with the inset photo showing the seawater feed into the
lignum vitae lined main tube. Look at our last edition of Steamlines (Jan 2012) for an explanation of this.

The Wattle in print
Late last year Randi Svensen contacted me seeking information and photos of the Wattle. She
was writing a book on Australian tugs and the Wattle was one of the last entries that she
needed information on. That book is now published with the following citation:
Randi Svensen (2011) Heroic, Forceful and Fearless. Australia’s Tugboat Heritage. Citrus
Press, Ultimo NSW. ISBN 9780977535644. A description of the book can be viewed at the
ANMM bookstore website: http://anmm.wordpress.com/2012/04/10/heroic-forceful-andfearless-legendary-tugboats-sail-into-history/

More history – original specifications for the Wattle
Not so long ago there was a debate in the Wattle mess container about the ships horsepower. The question was resolved by
referring to the original assessment document of the then Codeco by the RAN. This assessment occurred because the RAN
was considering the just completed tug as a possible replacement for one that had been recently damaged.
Some things need to be noted about this RAN assessment. First the ship did not quite reach the stated 10 knots at trials. As
Rob Newland pointed out in our July 2011 edition of Steamlines the Wattle only attained 9.674 knots at 134 RPM during
RAN speed trials in 1934. Second, this RAN assessment is contemporary to 1933. Since then a number of changes have
occurred to the workings of the Wattle. The main one being the addition of a steam steering engine as she was considered a
difficult ship to handle.
On the next page, courtesy of National Archives Australia, is a facsimile reproduction of the first page of the RAN
assessment. If you can read past the occasional typo (yes, they used typewriters in those days) the basic imperial specifications
of the Codeco/Wattle are presented.
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Above and below decks
That Compound steam engine model!!!!
For some time a model of a compound steam engine has gathered dust as part of the BSMM marine artefact collection. Who
made it is lost in the mists of time but it is likely to have been used for instructing
aspiring engine room volunteers in the ways of a compound steam engine as well as
a public exhibit item at various museum and boat show functions.
When Ian Clarke arrived at the Wattle with his extensive experience in a variety of
steam engines it was inevitable that he and the model would meet. By then the
model was not functioning properly and required some TLC. However, on a
number of occasions I came across Ian cursing in frustration at this model (see
photo at left). Nevertheless with the aid of two ancient engineering books on steam
engines he triumphed and put the model back to proper working order. His story of
this is below.

“Having completed the restoration of two seacocks for the Wattle and being
transferred to the historical section, I was confronted with a model of a steam
engine used years ago as a training aid for hopeful steam engineers. Already having
a knowledge of steam operations, I considered a museum write-up for that model a
‘piece of cake’. However, on turning the model’s crankshaft, the valve timing
seemed ‘out of kilter’ with the movement of the piston. Problem was that the two
eccentrics on the crankshaft were not properly secured to it. Eventually I fastened
the two eccentrics to the crankshaft where I felt that they should be and then
realized that one of them had a chain-driven valve-timing device attached. This would be adjusted while an engine was
running to achieve best performance and fuel economy whilst in operation by accurately controlling the period of time during
which steam under pressure from the boiler would be admitted to the cylinder and give greater time for the steam to expand
in the cylinder, move the piston and turn the crankshaft and thus, drive the attached apparatus.
When the valves were correctly set up it was then possible to get the model to function properly.
The books that I had were ‘Railways’ published in 1846, the other was ‘Steam Engine’ published in 1873, both very old
manuals which utilize the slide type of valve and predate the more modern cylindrical valves used on the steam locomotives
used in the 20th century and no doubt on the Wattle. I treasure these, and other old books on the subject which I have in my
library.”

Details about this model engine cane be obtained from Victorian Collections at:
http://victoriancollections.net.au/items/4f72bf1997f83e0308606ac0
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Maritime Museums and Ship Preservation
The Sydney Heritage Fleet http://www.shf.org.au/index.html
If you have an interest in things marine
there are two pre-eminent Australian
sites in Sydney which are a must to visit.
One is the Australian National Maritime
Museum at Darling Harbour. The other
is a local Sydney group now called the
Sydney Heritage Fleet which has two
sites – one around the corner from the
ANMM at Pyrmont where the James
Craig berths and the other at Rozelle
Bay is the Heritage Shipyard where
berthing and major restoration work on
other vessels is conducted. It is this
shipyard (open to the public on Tues,
Thurs and Sat) where world class restorations take place. The above photo shows the 540 ton pilot vessel John Oxley under
restoration. Alongside are the 1902 tug Waratah and the 1912 ferry Kanangra. In the foreground and partly hidden is the 1903
Edwardian schooner Boomerang. Look at the SHF website for a full listing of their activities, fleet of vessels, artefacts and
archives. The organization of the shipyard was of great interest to Anthony Mansfield, John Rogers and Jeff Malley. Anthony
would have put the scissors lift platform in his pocket
and brought it to Melbourne if Andy Munns had not
been watching him so closely.

The jewel in the crown of SHF is the 1874 barque
James Craig (left) which is the best example in the
world of a fully restored and operational sailing ship of
this type. If heading to Sydney for a nautical weekend
check out the SHF website as the James Craig is often
running day sails for the public on Sydney Harbour.

Andy Munns (right) is one of the key people at SHF Shipyard. He is
seen here in the engine room of John Oxley explaining to AMMC
delegates what remains to be done. The ten year restoration program
for the John Oxley has involved the recruitment and training of a
large (compared to Wattle standards) volunteer workforce in a range
of old shipbuilding techniques including the riveting and re-plating
of much of the hull.
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Bay Steamers Maritime Museum news.
On 4th April a meeting was held with Places Victoria, The National Trust of Victoria, The Maritime Museum of Victoria,
Sorrento Steam and Bay Steamers Maritime Museum. The meeting was held at the Polly Woodside.
After a lengthy discussion Places Victoria requested that Bay Steamers and The Maritime Museum of Victoria put in writing
their preferred requirements for a museum in Docklands. The space requirements were the main item. It was pointed out that
we would also require back of house space for administration and storage.
The opportunity was taken to study the lay out at the Polly Woodside shore base. This covers 250m2 and gives the
impression of a much bigger space. It shows what can be done with a carefully planned layout
Places Victoria advised that by the end of June latest they would be holding a meeting with all interested parties to explain
the proposed plans for Docklands. This would include not only museum space but also berthing arrangements for heritage
vessels.
Since that meeting The Maritime Museum of Victoria has been contacted by the Seaworks Museum at Williamstown
indicating a desire to become a member body. This has been provisionally approved by the board of management and further
discussions are taking place next week (commencing 21st May).
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Members profile
Paul Brush

Some two years ago Paul was posted to Melbourne from Canberra by his bosses at the
Australian Bureau of Statistics to manage the expansion of a new IT unit. Not long after
arriving he was exploring the dockland area when he saw an old steam tugboat up on the
hard undergoing some form of repair work. His curiosity led
him to the Wattle ship yard and since then he has been a
stalwart member of the engineering group. Saturday after
Saturday he could be seen grinding, welding and needle
gunning around the ship. His favoured piece of work seemed to
be welding up the pin hole corrosion in the rudder. We suspect
that his love of welding was driven by being able to wear the
latest fashion gear in welding safety helmets – which earned
him the nick name of our onsite Stig.
At his farewell lunch Paul was asked where he learnt all his metal working skills. He replied that he learnt them on the job at
the Wattle from old hands such as Tony Adams, Anthony Mansfield, John Rogers and Peter Batey.
Paul has now been recalled back to Canberra so we will miss his presence and we suspect that he will miss messing about on
big boats every Saturday.
Kurt Reiger

When he became a volunteer it didn’t take Kurt long to join the “heavy lifters” tackling
some of the more arduous tasks on the ship. Very fit for a man in his seventies, he has
worked breaking out the concrete ballast and lifting the planks on the foredeck and
whatever else the needs of the job dictate.
He has an interesting background, born at the start of World War 11 in the West
German town Krefeld, and then moving with his family to Sudetenland in
Czechoslovakia. As the war was coming to a close and the Russians were advancing
his family took him on a 3 week trek across Europe to settle in Stuttgart and he grew
up there in the chaos of early post-war Germany.
Qualifying as an instrument maker and prompted by unease about the situation in Europe (these were Cold War times) he
emigrated to Australia in 1956 and became a fitter and turner working for the S.E.C. in the Latrobe Valley. He spent 32 years
with them, half in the power stations and half in the open cut. It was during that time that he met and became friends with
Jeff Braun and it was through Jeff that he came to know about the “Wattle”.
It was no huge step from there to International Combustion (I.C.A.L.) constructing the Loy Yang B power station. With that
project complete it was on to Mobil Oil Australia working on maintenance systems at Altona. During those years he obtained
qualifications in Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering and Business Administration and since 1992 he has run his
own business as a management consultant doing research on economic development plans for companies and (whisper) other
countries.
Kurt, with his skills and experience, is a very welcome addition to the interesting group of talents that we are gathering to the
project. His two adult children have produced four grandchildren for him so far and he no doubt has plenty to keep him
occupied when he is not working on the “Wattle”.
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Bay Steamers Maritime Museum Ltd. may be contacted at P.O. Box 98, Albert Park, Victoria, 3206 or through the Chairman Tony
Lewis on 03 9846 1819 (email ailston@iprimus.com.au ) or Secretary(and Editor) Jeff Malley on 03 9876 2213 ( email
jeffmalley@bigblue.net.au).
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